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News: Over the Valley 

CONNECT  

More Bones Flying In This Week    
 

 NV 1395 AE 

 Don’t forget, mum and dad – daughters have big and wild dreams too 

1 Most of us will be familiar with the air movements around Kemble – with the 
regular light aircraft and the occasional retiring airliner.  But in this last week, 
people a little further north and east are seeing the US military move in more 
hardware to the local Fairford Airbase. 
 

2 A gigantic C5 Galaxy airlifter arrived at the base last Monday, reputedly 
delivering in spare engines for the BONES.  That is tech speak for what is 
otherwise known as the US Air Force Lancer – a world reaching swing-wing 
supersonic bomber – more commonly known as the B-One – or the BONE. 
 

3 The United States Air Force [USAF] are always doing exercises with their 
aircraft somewhere in the world and this will be another – we hope!  Earlier in 
the week and ahead of the Galaxy, a B-One Lancer was photographed on the 
ground and we understand a squadron is heading in before this weekend. 
  

 

 
4 The B-One is quite a sight - and for anyone remotely interested in aviation, 

they will enjoy a drive over to the base with the family to take a look at these 
babies – impressive and deadly as they are.  Petrol supplies willing of course!   
  

5 The B-One bombers have been in the skies since 1985 and the type are 
expected to be flying for another 20yrs yet.  Imagine that for one moment.  A 
whopping 55yrs no less.  Some classic cars don’t make it that far! 
 
But then, consider the B-52 subsonic bomber.  That first entered service in 
the 1950s.  The type – still a regular visitor to Fairford - has already done 
70yrs and will be with us for some time to come yet.   
   

6 That said, just like Kemble has seen the retirement of some great airliners 
over the last year - still very serviceable but now lacking passengers to fly 
around - retirement of some of the B-Ones is happening too.   
 

https://www.airforce-technology.com/features/the-long-reign-of-the-b-52/
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7 USAF this very week have retired a batch of 17 of the type - placing them in 
their desert boneyard in Tucson, Arizona.  This boneyard is the largest of its 
kind in the world and goes by the name, Davis Monthan.   
 
Davis Monthan is beyond belief.  On a busy month, Kemble might have 
upwards of 50 aircraft in storage and queueing for the dismantling apron.  
Davis Monthan, on the other hand, has well over 4000 aircraft, including civil 
airliners from all the major airlines in the world. 
    

8 One final word for mums and dads though – ahead of their plane spotting trip 
to Fairford.  Don’t forget your daughters!  Some daughters actually want to 
pursue careers that traditionally belonged to the boys.  Some girls at an early 
age want to be things like fighter pilots – God forbid.  Who are we to say they 
can’t be – just because it’s seen as a man’s world? 
 

9 Read Kitty’s article on the subject - being published next week. Kitty wanted 
to be one of those fighter pilots when she was a young girl – but her mum 
stepped in and prevented that happening.  Kitty will describe to you just how 
deep that disappointment went with her -and how it still sits with her to this 
day. 
  

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

 LINK:  Air Force finishes latest round of B-1B bomber retirements 

 LINK:  B-One bombers are retired to their boneyard at Davis Monthan 

 LINK: The infamous B-52 carpet bomber of the Vietnam War 
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